COELIAC DISEASE

“The Angelus”, oil on canvas, Jean-François Millet, 1857-59.
“Famine seems to be the last, the most dreadful source of nature. The power of
population is so superior to the power in the Earth to produce subsistence for man, that
premature death must in some shape or other visit the human race. The vices of mankind
are active and able ministers of depopulation. They are the precursors in the great army
of destruction, and often finish the dreadful work themselves. But should they fail in this
war of extermination, sickly seasons, epidemics, pestilence and plague, advance in
terrific array, and sweep off their thousands and ten thousands. Should success still be
incomplete, gigantic inevitable famine stalks in the rear, and with one mighty blow, levels
the population with the food of the world”
Thomas Robert Malthus, “An Essay on the Principle of Population”, 1798.

In October 1838, that is fifteen months after I had begun my systematic enquiry, I
happened to read for amusement Malthus on population, and being well prepared to
appreciate the struggle for existence which everywhere goes on from long continuous
observation of the habits of animals and plants, it at once struck me that under these
circumstances favourable variations would tend to be preserved and unfavourable ones
to be destroyed. The result of this would be the formation of new species. Here then, I had
at last got a theory by which to work”.
Charles Darwin in “The Life and Letters of Charles Darwin”
edited by F. Darwin, 1887.
One of the most far reaching changes in the evolution of modern humans was an event
which most modern minds scarcely give the most fleeting of thoughts to today. For most
of Homo Sapiens’s, 2-3 million year evolutionary history, and for all of the history of
many of its archaic and diverse precursor or closely related contemporary homo species,
survival on Earth was unflinchingly rooted in what anthropologists have termed a
“hunter-gatherer” way of survival. But around 10,000 years ago a profound change
occurred in the way the newly dominant species survived - a change that would forever
alter the lifestyle of our species and would ensure its empire over the world - the
domestication of plants or agriculture. It arose in the Mesopotamian region of the Tigris
and Euphrates rivers known as the Fertile Crescent - in modern day Iraq. The first
civilizations with a written history arose in this region and archeologists argue that it
was the domestication of wild plants which largely fueled the rise of modern civilizations.
Precisely why this event occurred 10,000 years ago - and not say 20,000 or even 30,000
years ago is an intensely interesting area of modern archeological debate. Many theories
are hotly debated, but perhaps the most intriguing - and compelling - of discussions on
this topic have been those of the physiologist and evolutionary biologist Jared Diamond,
and Pulitzer Prize winning author of “Guns, Germs and Steel”.
The entire history of recorded human civilization of five thousand years, has occurred in
an atypical segment of recent geological history - a warm interglacial period - of around
5 - 10,000 years. Paleontologists tell us that the Earth over the last million or so years, in
a period known as the Pleistocene, has been cycling between periods of intense cold, so
called “ice ages”and much warmer interglacial periods. It is perhaps merely the latest
interglacial period warm period of an ongoing cycle that modern human civilization has
arisen. Diamond has essentially argued that the region of the Fertile Crescent was
uniquely suited to incipient agriculture, when the last ice age ended. With the consequent
extinction of the vast hoards of large ice age mammals, the life of a hunter became very
precarious indeed. It was precisely this drastic change in climate however that allowed
the rise of wild cereal plants, which included barley, rye, oats but above all wheat. Homo
sapiens learned by various steps to domesticate these grasses as a food source. The
abundant new food source provided on average many more calories than what was
available to the hunters and gathers, which in turn began to fuel a rapidly rising
population. This sparked an escalating autocatalytic type reaction which required yet
greater production from crops which in turn sparked yet greater increases in population.
Increased production was achieved by rapid advances in technologies such as the plough
and the flint bladed sickle, which enabled ever more efficient harvesting, processing and
storage of the grain products. Storage of these products meant immunity against leaner
times, and for the first time human populations became more protected from the

contingent vagaries of nature. The consequences of the end of the Ice Age, with the
demise of the large mammals and the this spread of cereal grasses, were that some
hunter-gather groups changed to an agrarian lifestyle which in turn fueled the
acceleration of population. These societies relied increasingly on their technologies to
sustain their ever increasing demands for food production. This necessitated more land
to cultivate and brought them directly into conflict with hunter gatherer societies.
The agrarian populations gradually triumphed over their hunter gathering neighbours,
by dint of their large numbers, and their new technologies. The more efficient means of
food production meant that large sections of a society no longer needed to be involved in
food gathering or production and so were let free to pursue other matters, and by the
division of labours greatly enriched these societies. The hunter gatherers succumbed to
the microorganisms (germs) of the agrarian societies that were bred in their densely
packed populations, they succumbed to their superior technologies,(steel) driven by the
need to produce food from the land, and later above all they succumbed to the
professional armies, (guns) of those freed from having to continuously hunt, gather or
produce food. Slowly over time most of the “civilized” world took up the new way of life,
the result of which was a dramatic increase in populations and the rise of the first city of
Ur. Eventually great civilizations and empires arose. These in turn fueled yet more
technological advances which in turn increased food production which in turn fueled the
need for further innovation, resulting in yet further population increases.
The English Reverend and scholar, well recognized this pattern, and became deeply
troubled by it. He published his thoughts in his now famous treatise, “Essay on the
Principle of Population” in 1798. In it he argued that the population on the Earth could
not simply go on increasing indefinitely. A point in time must inevitably be reached where
the capacity of the Earth to feed vast populations would reach a natural limit. This
having been reached, he reasoned that natural phenomenon would then act to level the
population back to a sustainable level. War, plague and pestilence, natural disasters
would all play their role in limiting human numbers, yet if these failed to do the job, then
inevitably “gigantic inevitable famine stalks in the rear, and with one mighty blow, levels
the population with the food of the world”. Many refused to believe in such a bleak
spectre of the “balance of nature”, preferring to put their faith in human ingenuity and
the benevolent intervention of the deity. It provoked deep reflection in other thinkers
however, most famously of all, Charles Darwin. Darwin credited a number of great
thinkers in helping to formulate his theory of evolution, including his grandfather
Erasmus, the geologist Charles Lyell, the great ornithologist, John Gould and of course
Alfred Wallace, but none he admits had a greater influence than Malthus. And in just a
generation and half after the “Essay” the full Malthusian tragedy would reveal itself in
the form of “The Great Hunger” - the failure of the potato crops that devastated Ireland
in the winter of 1848. A thriving population of around 8 million was halved by starvation
and emigration to the New World. Ireland's population would not recover to its pre 1848
famine level until the late twentieth century.
Over the millennia, since the end of the last Ice Age, the reliance on the success of the
crop for human survival created a deep, reverential and religious connection with the
land, today appreciated only by a very few ancient indigenous populations such as the
Australian Aboriginal or the North or South American Indian, that is completely lost on
most 21st century urban, supermarket dependent city dwellers. This reverence is no
better demonstrated than by the French artist's, Jean-François Millet’s, deeply poignant

work, “The Angelus”. Husband and wife have toiled in the field till sunset - at the end of
their back breaking labours the fate of their family now rests purely on the success or
failure of their crops - they can now do no more than pray to God for its success.
Today the population of the Earth, stands at 7 billion, with no end in sight to the ongoing
exponential expansion. Human ingenuity and a serendipitous sympathetic interglacial
warm period have combined to allow this unprecedented situation. Genetically modified
crops now give the promise of sustaining yet further increases - and yet the Malthusian
principle still lurks in the background - a point must inevitably be reached at some stage
in the future where human ingenuity reaches the limits of what can be done. Paleontology
tells us the Earth was not always this pleasant or obliging to human agriculture. It is an
arresting thought that human agriculture occurred as a result of a climate shift that took
millennia to occur, yet now by the agency of humanity climate may drastically change in
the blink of a geological eye, with unpredictable consequences - could we be on the verge
of a great Malthusian leveling of entirely our own making?
Catastrophic contingencies are one factor that drives major evolutionary change.
Interestingly we appear to have not yet shaken off a legacy of our change from a hunter
gather lifestyle to an agrarian one - in the form of a set of genes still extremely common
in the human gene pool - those that determine coeliac disease, an intolerance to a protein
ubiquitous in the cereal plants that fueled the growth of our civilizations, and that our
hunter gatherer ancestors had had no need to fear. Evolution works only slowly, and so
the quicker the change the greater the chance of disaster on a biblical scale. The still
great prevalence of coeliac disease after millennia of agriculture shows just how slow
evolutionary change is. Ten millennia is nothing on the geological scale but it is quite
some time on the human scale. It is an arresting thought that humanity now has within its
means to produce a change in climate within just generations. One wonders what
“innocuous” genes we now carry, that may mean the difference between life and death in
a drastically different world to the one we currently inhabit? There may be no chance of
a slow evolutionary adaption as in the past - perhaps only a great Malthusian leveling.

COELIAC DISEASE
Introduction
Coeliac disease was once thought the be an uncommon disease, usually only presenting
in childhood as cases of failure to thrive.
It is now recognized to be a far more common entity, with current estimates of about 1:
100 of the Australian population, and there are probably large numbers of undiagnosed
cases. 1 Most new diagnoses now occur in adults, and not children. 3
Many patients with undiagnosed coeliac disease spend years seeking help for vague
complaints such as chronic tiredness or mild abdominal symptoms as the diagnosis of
coeliac disease is not considered, because if its perceived rarity
Peak presentations are not only in infancy. They tend to be bimodal, and are seen in
infancy and then at 35-40 years of age.
Severity of symptoms can range from the asymptomatic to the severe and are not simply
confined to those of the GIT
The gold standard investigation remains small bowel biopsy.
Definitive treatment is complete and lifelong avoidance of gluten
Presentations to the Emergency Department will mostly relate to acute GIT upset. Casual
diagnoses of “gastroenteritis”, will often be made however a careful history as well as an
assessment of the known complications and disease associations should alert the
physician to the possibility of coeliac disease and the need for specialist
Gastroenterologist referral.
History
Coeliac disease is an ancient human affliction and probably arose at the earliest times of
human agricultural societies that domesticated wild wheat, ryes, barley and to a lesser
degree oats.
Epidemiology
In the 1950s the disease prevalence was thought to be rare with a prevalence of around 1:
8000, but with modern testing, it is now known to be considerably greater at around
1:100 (or 1% of the Australian population)!
The disease is most prevalent in Anglo-Celtic and other northern Europe populations,
however it is now also being increasingly recognized in the Indian subcontinent and the
Middle East and parts of Africa.
It is uncommon in east Asian populations

Peak presentations are not only in infancy. They tend to be bimodal, and are seen in
infancy and then at 35 - 40 years of age, but the condition can be diagnosed in virtually
any age group.
Pathology
Coeliac disease is a life-long disease.
Although caused by a staple food, untreated/undiagnosed coeliac disease is associated
with doubling of age adjusted mortality; mostly attributable to the increased risk of
cancer and infections, due to associated reduced immune status in coeliac disease
sufferers 4
Cause:
The basic defect in coeliac disease is an abnormal immune mediated response to the
water insoluble seed storage protein gluten, or more specifically the alcohol soluble
gliadin fraction of the gluten protein.
Gluten is found in the food grains:
●

Wheat

●

Rye

●

Barley

●

Oats, (to a lesser extent)

There is an immune mediated reaction against gliadin which results in the release of
various inflammatory cytokines which in turn results in damage to the intestinal villi,
(villous atrophy with hyperplasia of crypts and infiltration by chronic inflammatory cells)
which leads to malabsorption problems, and probably also contributes to a range of other
systemic problems, more poorly understood.
Precipitating factors:
1.

There is a strong familial association with a genetic predisposition on HLA type:
●

HLA - DQ2

●

HLA - DQ8

An absence of these genes effectively excludes a diagnosis of coeliac disease,
however over a third of Europeans possess these genes, while only 1-2% of the
population has coeliac disease. 3
2.

Possibly late introduction of solids to infants (> 6-9 months)
●

Early introduction of solids may result in more tolerance to gliadin

3.

Intercurrent GIT infection:
●

This may explain coeliac disease acquired later in life, (personal
communication Associate Professor Brian Jones).
A significant acute GIT infection may precipitate the onset of coeliac
disease possibly by the inflammatory reaction of the bowel mucosa
allowing the large gluten molecule access to the intravascular spaces and
hence the immune system, which then results in the auto-immune
pathology.

Clinical assessment
Coeliac disease is not a clinical diagnosis.
Classically coeliac disease can present in early infancy as a failure to thrive with
malabsorption and/or diarrhoea.
The majority of people with coeliac disease however are in fact symptom-free adults.
The remainder may present with:
●

Recurrent/ chronic GIT upset:
♥

Weight loss

♥

Diarrhoea

♥

Abdominal pains/ cramping

♥

Bloating and flatulence resulting from the release of intestinal gas by the
bacterial florae feasting on undigested and unabsorbed food materials

♥

Malabsorption features, weight loss, nutritional deficiencies, steatorrhoea

And/ or:
●

A wide variety of seemingly unrelated conditions, which has prompted some
gastroenterologists to think of coeliac disease as along with HIV, the 21st century
version of the “great imitator”, that syphilis was in previous centuries. 2
Note therefore that Gastrointestinal symptoms may not be present.

These associated conditions may be related to malabsorption or to autoimmune
disturbances and can include:
1.

Nutritional (malabsorptive) deficiencies:
●

Iron deficiency which may lead to anemia

2.

3

●

Folate deficiency which may lead to anemia or neurological problems,
(neuropathies and ataxia in particular).

●

B12 deficiency which may lead to neurological problems, (neuropathies
and ataxia in particular).

●

Vitamin D deficiency with consequent early osteoporosis

Endocrine disorders:
●

IDDM

●

Thyroid disease

Infertility:
●

4.

In both woman and men.

Immunological disorders:
These are significant factors in the mortality rates of patients with coeliac disease.
●

IgA deficiency

●

Hyposplenism

●

Some forms of lymphomas

5

Polyarthropathies

6.

Dermatological:

7.

●

Dermatitis herpetiformis

●

Recurrent mouth ulcers

Liver inflammation:
●

8.

Elevation of liver transaminases

Chronic constitutional symptoms:
●

Lethargy/ malaise

With respect to acute ED presentations with GIT upset:
Important points of history:
Recurrent episodes of unexplained GIT upset:

●

These may perhaps have already been put down to “food allergies” or “irritable
bowel syndrome”

●

Careful history of comorbidities, and note if any are known to be associated with
coeliac disease

●

Has there been an acute severe GIT illness, which has failed to resolve?
♥

This episode may be a precipitant for the onset of coeliac disease

Important points of examination:
●

Vital signs

●

Exclude signs of frank peritonism, which may suggest an acute surgical condition.

●

Assess hydration status

●

Look for anemia

●

Look for rashes, neuropathies, signs of thyroid disease.

Differential diagnoses:
The major differential diagnoses that will come into consideration will include:
●

Infectious gastroenteritis

●

Irritable bowel syndrome

●

Food allergy

●

Saccharide intolerances

●

Inflammatory bowel disease

Investigations
General initial investigations will relate to the nature and severity of the presentation, and
so may include:
1.

FBE

2.

CRP

3.

U&Es/ glucose
●

Look for hypokalemia, hypocalcemia, hypomagnesemia

4.

LFTs

5.

Folate levels

6.

B12 levels

7.

Calcium, phosphate and Vitamin D levels and PTH levels

8.

TFTs

9.

Bone mineral density studies, (DEXA scan)

With respect to specific diagnostic testing for coeliac disease:
1.

2.

Screening serology
●

Total IgA (will be reduced)

●

IgA antibodies to tissue transglutaminase, (TTG)
This is quantified in the sera of > 90% of individuals with
untreated coeliac disease, and is extremely rare in unaffected
individuals.

♥

It is the most appropriate screening test.

HLA typing:
●

3.

♥

Absence of the HLA-DQ2 or HLA-DQ8 genes will exclude all but < 0.5%
of coeliac disease cases.

Duodenal/ jejunal mucosal biopsy, (while on a gluten containing diet equivalent
to four slices of bread per day in adults for 2 months).
●

This remains the “gold standard” investigation together with a
demonstration of resolution of pathology after a period of a gluten free
diet.

Management
1.

Acute GIT presentations to the ED, will respond well to symptomatic treatment.

2.

Gluten restriction:
●

Dietary restriction of gluten is the definitive treatment for coeliac disease.

●

This means a life-long and complete gluten free diet

●

A gluten free diet is a complex undertaking, and will often fail without
the involvement of a skilled dietician.

3.

●

The response to an appropriate gluten-free diet is often life-transforming
for symptomatic patients.

●

Generally, it is about 2 years before patients fully adjust to a gluten free
lifestyle.

●

Coeliac serology should normalise by 9 months after commencing a strict
gluten free diet.

●

A repeat duodenal biopsy after 1 year on a gluten free diet, or when
coeliac serology normalises, is useful to gauge compliance.

Dietary supplements:
●

Long term dietary supplementation with calcium and vitamin D is
generally recommended.

●

Folate, B12 and iron supplements may also be required for shorter periods.

Disposition
Coeliac disease in not a clinical diagnosis.
Any patient who may have coeliac disease should be referred to a Gastroenterologist
for specific confirmation of the diagnosis.
Resources
The Coeliac Society of Australia:
●

www.coeliac.org.au
Membership requires a doctor’s letter confirming the medical need for a gluten
free diet, (principally to exclude the group of self diagnosed fad gluten
intolerants!)

